PT symmetric complex potential V (r) = −r 4 +i a r 3 +b r 2 +i c r+i d/r+e/r 2 is studied. Arbitrarily large multiplets of its closed bound-state solutions with real energies are shown obtainable quasiexactly, i.e., with a certain relationship between their charges and energies, from a single underlying finite-dimensional secular equation.
Explicit solution of a D−dimensional quantum bound state problem with a central interaction V ( r) = V (r) is often needed, e.g., in nuclear physics [1] . Fortunately, after the current partial-wave expansion of its wave functions Ψ( r) = 
For a few potentials the latter ordinary differential problem admits even a purely non-numerical solution. Moreover, analytic solutions of eq. (1) may exist also for a broader class of the so called quasi-exactly solvable (QES) potentials [3] . They prove useful whenever their physical application requires just the non-numerical construction of a finite part of the whole spectrum. The number of the available QES bound states is expected to be a variable integer. Otherwise, for a mere singlet construction one might simply postulate any closed solution ψ 0 and extract the related potential V 0 (r) immediately from eq. (1). This makes only the multiplet constructions of this type sufficiently interesting but, at the same time, difficult [4] . Fortunately, in many applications of the QES results it suffices that the related closed solutions are just so called Sturmians numbered by the different couplings (cf. one of the most popular non-polynomial QES examples in ref. [5] for illustration and more details). Historically, even the first model of the QES type has in fact been the Hautot's
[6] charged harmonic oscillator V (H) (r) = r 2 + c r + d/r forming its charge multiplets at a single, fixed energy E. From the more modern Lie-algebraic point of view [7] the correspondence between the ordinary and Sturmianic bound-state multiplets may be understood, after all, as a certain one-to-one mapping based on a suitable change of the variables (r → r ′ etc) in eq. (1) [8] .
Recently it has been discovered that the lowest polynomial QES potential is not the sextic model V (SBD) (r) = r 6 + a r 4 + b r 2 of Singh, Biswas and Datta [9] but rather the quartic model of Bender and Boettcher [10] ,
This has several important consequences. In particular, in comparison with the real interactions (where, e.g., V (SBD) (r) and V (H) (r ′ ) may be considered as mathematically equivalent) the Bender's and Boettcher's complex model V (BB) (r) is quite puzzling. No appropriate change of variables seems to apply in this enigmatic case [11] . Moreover, after an addition of a seemingly natural Coulombic component id/r one is really surprised by the unexpected apparent loss of the QES solvability of the completed or "charged" quartic model
In what follows we intend to clarify these paradoxes. We shall show that (and how) many of the exceptional QES features of eq. (2) may immediately be transferred to eq. (3).
For an initial inspiration let us briefly return to the main difference between the real and complex Schrödinger equations [12] . Firstly, many complex models exemplified so nicely by eq. (2) Most amazingly, many of the models similar to eq. (2) possess the manifestly real bound-state energies, Im E = 0 [13] . Still, their wave functions remain irreducibly complex. For explicit illustration one may recall the very harmonic oscillator [14] . In some of the models including also the latter illustration we may switch off the imaginary force smoothly. In such a limit the spectrum may split in the convergent and divergent parts. Then, typically, the convergent part corresponds Only its combination with the formal time reversal T (which just changes the sign of the complex unit here [13] ) is conserved. The concept of a so called PT symmetric quantum mechanics is usually coined in this context [15] .
An extensive numerical as well as non-numerical experience with the various PT symmetric models [16] indicates that their most appealing property Im E = 0 (i.e., the reality of their spectra)
happens to be broken quite easily [13] . On the same empirical basis, a key to the internal compatibility of these models seems to lie in the analyticity of its potentials and wave functions [15] .
In such a smooth and analytic setting the interval of their coordinates r = | r| ∈ (0, ∞) is just one particular choice among many eligible and equivalent complex paths of integration of eq. (1) [17] .
After one insists, for the sake of simplicity, on the PT symmetric integration paths only, the Bender and Boettcher model (2) is very easily visualized as the one integrated along an arc of a hyperbola r = r(t) with a length parameter t ∈ (−∞, ∞). Its asymptotics are given by the so called Stokes' [13] ϕ = π/6 lines
hyperbola may be deformed almost arbitrarily in a finite vicinity of the origin. This is the first difference from our present transition to d = 0 in eq. (3). Our complex plane must be cut (say, upwards) from the essential singularity at r = 0. Hence, both our "hyperbolae of coordinates" r = r (σ) (t) have to avoid the cut by a suitable obligatory local deformation if necessary.
For the sake of clarity one may work with a very small angle ε and stay "almost" on the real line. The "dangerous origin" is to be circumvented by an infinitesimally small, downwards-oriented circle or, better, by the more usual constant shift −i η. This will guarantee that in our Schrödinger equation with the integer or half-integer values of
both the new singular-looking non-BB interaction terms remain perfectly regular along the whole integration path r = r (σ) (t) = −i y(t) = 0. After this formal replacement of ir by y the new
would become purely real in the hypothetic limit ε → 0 and η → 0. In any vicinity of this limit we may try to search for our normalizable solutions in the standard QES form for both the two admissible path-orientations σ = ±1 at once,
In the spirit of its Bender and Boettcher predecessor this ansatz contains both the y −L and y
L+1
quasi-even and quasi-odd components, respectively. Its insertion in eq. (5) determines the optimal (or WKB) asymptotically correct values of our auxiliary parameters as well as the usual QEScompatible coupling c,
After such a specification the ansatz (6) represents our final and desired normalizable QES solution if and only if its coefficients h n are compatible with the following (overdetermined) finite set of recurrences
Its coefficients are all elementary,
Their very important property is that A 0 vanishes at L = 0. In one dimension, this was just the Let us now assume that A K = 0 at a fixed integer K ≥ 0. As long as our B n is a linear function of d, this implies that everywhere beyond the known Bender's and Boettcher's K = 0 case we get a (K + 1)−dimensional secular equation for our eligible electric charges d,
This reproduces the result of ref. [10] ,
In the first nontrivial implementation we get the double root
Any one of them represents just another usual QES relation between the charges and energies. Its form is extremely compact although, marginally, we may notice that the Sturmian re-interpretation 
After the insertion of these energy formulae E n = E(d) = E(d n ) in our recurrences (7) we are always left with the single, square-matrix secular equation of dimension (N + 1)
which has to determine the unknown eigencharges. For K = 1 and K = 2 at least, it may be re-written as a polynomial algebraic equation for d. Its solution is routine. In an easy methodical excercise we may verify that at K = 1 and N = 1 our secular polynomial is of the third degree so that, whenever necessary, the mutually interrelated QES charges and energies remain both expressible in an elementary closed form. In a way not too different from the other QES models these quantities have to be sought purely numerically for the more complicated QES multiplets.
We may conclude that at a fixed K (i.e., for a specific partial wave ℓ) and N (determining, roughly speaking, the number of the desired QES states) we get in general a multiplet of states lying, presumably, along some curves in the two-dimensional coupling-energy plane. Only in the simplest K = 0 special case this curve becomes the Bender-Boettcher straight line d = const = 0.
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